September 2017 Family Newsletter

Upcoming Workshops
Saturday, October 14th, 11:00am-1:00pm
@ St. Ann's - 419 Woodland St., 37206
Exchange of Ideas: Support
Discussion Topics: Family communication, other positive
adult relationships, neighborhood and school
environment, parental involvement in schooling
Toolbox Topic: Report Cards/Parent-Teacher Conferences
Saturday, November 11th, 11:00am-1:00pm
@ St. Ann's - 419 Woodland St., 37206
Exchange of Ideas: Social Competencies
Discussion Topics: Planning and decision making,
interpersonal and cultural competence, conflict resolution
Toolbox Topic: Vocabulary/Background Knowledge

Special shout out to all
the ENHE families who
are reading with their
children at home nightly!
In September, the
following students/families
turned in reading logs:

Keith Johnson,
Amar'e Forbes,
Eden Carney &
Elijah Carney
All ENHE families please log your nightly
reading and submit to
us at workshops,
tutoring, or via text or
email.

Happy birthday to all of our ENHE family members who
are celebrating in September! Special happy birthdays
to our students Carson Curry, Evan Donigian, Daniel
Dunlap, Ezacki Eboko, Kamren Ford, Alyssa Igbinoba,
Brielle Jones-Gaddis, A'mazhia Readus, Nylah Thomas,
and Genesis Vasquez-Ortiz!

WORKSHOP RECAP: September 2017
Exchange of Ideas:
For our first family engagement workshop of the 2017-2018 school year, we
talked about empowering families and students and our collective commitment to
learning this year. We looked at an overview of the coming year's program and
talked about our three main goals for the year: 1) That families will be better able
to help their child(ren) comprehend (understand) what they read, 2) That families
will develop their skills in helping their children be successful in school and life,
and 3) that ENHE will increase family representation within our leadership
through the Board of Directors and the Program Committee. We also talked about
the 40 Developmental Assets we seek to instill in our children, which include
Community Values, Safety, Achievement Motivation, Learning Engagement,
Bonding to School and Reading for Pleasure. These are goalposts to aim for as
we work with our children throughout this school year. Instilling a love for
learning and literacy skills in children is a group project, with parents and
teachers and family members and community support like ENHE all working
together—and we are so excited to be on this journey with you this year!

Toolbox Topic: Explaining the News to our Kids

In our current political climate, it is nearly impossible that children won't notice or have
questions about things going on, and it can be hard to explain what is happening to
them in a way that empowers rather than scares them. And with so much "fake news"
out there, it is important to teach our kids how to discern the difference between
trustworthy and untrustworthy sources. We watched a video entitled "5 Ways to Help
Kids Deal with Disturbing News," which enumerated different practical tangible action
steps parents and other adults can take: 1) Reassure them they are safe, 2) Be open to
questions, 3) Turn off any 24/7 TV channels, alerts, and feeds, 4) Seek out kid-friendly
news, and 5) Do some good. It's not possible to shield our children from every horrible
thing that happens in the world, but we can help them process information and current
events in a way that helps them grow into
culturally competent adults that can analyze news
appropriately. Especially the last point—doing
some good—is important. Getting out into the
world to help others not only takes your mind off
of difficult current events but also does
something to actively change your community for
the better—and it makes a great family activity!
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KIDS CORNER
This month, the students read the wonderful rhyming
book The Wonderful Things You Will Be by Emily Winfield
Martin. The Wonderful Things You Will Be is all about
each child's unique gifts they have to give to the world.
After we read the book, we asked questions like, "What
positive contributions do you add to your family and
community environments?" "How do these qualities help
you interact in your school community?" "What do you
enjoy about school and learning?" The lesson we learned
is that each child is special, individual, and unique, and
has something positive to contribute to their family, their community, and the world.
School is one way that we find out what that positive contribution we can make to the
world is, by paying attention to the topics we like and don't like and learning about
the world and the different problems there are waiting to be solved. But you don't
have to wait until you grow up to make a difference — every day, with the help of
your family, your teachers, and your friends, you can do big and small things to make
the world a better place! What can you do to help others today?

Try It On Your Own: 5-Finger Rule!
Sometimes, it can be hard to know which books you
are ready to read and which books might be better
to read when you're a little older. You can try using
the 5-Finger Rule to find out! Take any book, and
open up to any page. Do you see any words you
don't recognize? How many? If there are just one
or two words you don't know, this book is a great
choice! If there are three or four words you don't
know, you may need help from a parent or teacher.
And if there are five or more words you don't know,
this might be a good book to read later on. Try the
5-Finger Rule with any book this week!
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Kamaya Butler's Family!

2015

Kamaya Butler is in the 1st grade and joined the ENHE program this
past summer. Kamaya and her family read together at home often, and
she loves to read to her baby sister! When they are not reading
together, Kamaya and her family enjoy dancing and cooking together
on the weekends. She and her dad also play Prank Wars on each
other! Kamaya's mom is a cosmetologist, and she views literacy as a
team effort involving parents, grandparents, teachers, and ENHE. Their
favorite part about the ENHE program is that Kamaya is challenged
and has the opportunity to participate in all kinds of special events!
East Nashville Hope Exchange
419 Woodland St.
Nashville, TN 37206
www.enhopeexchange.org
eastnhe@gmail.com
615-254-3534

Facebook: facebook.com/eastnashvillehopeexchange
Twitter & Instagram: @EastNHE
Remember to link your Kroger card with
ENHE at krogercommunityrewards.com
to help us grow every time you shop.
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